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“We are such stuff as dreams are made on; and our little life is rounded with a sleep.” 

 
 

“In reality, many schools don't operate as communities; they are transactional institutions where students come 
to get things-- knowledge and skills, social interaction with peers, a diploma. To practice restorative justice, 

you have to first build a real community that is worth restoring.”  
~Larry Ferlazzo Teacher/Author of educational books, multiple blogs and contributor to Education Teacher Week Spotlight  

PRINCIPAL’S CORNER 
December, 2018 
Dear Friends, 
 
When the darkest time of the year folds over like a thick blanket that has stolen our summer sun – lush green 
surfaces, and the bright hues of red and gold that announce the change – I am always amazed by the uprising of 
human goodness that begins around Veterans’ Day and keeps building as it travels through Thanksgiving, 
Hanukkah, Solstice, Christmas, New Year’s Day, Orthodox Christmas and the Lunar New Year to name a few 
and only those with names. At the base of the traditions – both religious and secular – that transcend the 
darkness, is a goodness that speaks to the human mind, heart and soul. Society sports a lens that inspires us all 
to find our inner best. People begin to reach out to one another, to offer meals, look to secure joy for our elders, 
veterans, sick, needy and those on the fringe of the lines we use to define our society. People share time, 
resources and light the darkness with fanfare and a melancholy search for the good that the great philosophers 
suggest all “lasting societies” seek with the passion of those looking for the greatest love of their lives.  
 
Because of this, I always look to reevaluate the course of our school community. I look at my practices as your 
principal and try to evaluate our state as a small union that supports the larger cause of educating the next 
generation to be compassionate and skilled – to lead and support that which makes us better people and a better 
society. It all starts at the doors of schools across the nation and the world – and the partnership between and 
among all of a given school’s constituents matters so very deeply.  The school community in our society could 
not be any more important to a brighter future.  
 
For years, my philosophy that using “Kindness matters.”, as a motto to frame our work toward building students 
with strong character and a desire to do the hard work that brings it to fruition. Staff has joined me in promoting 
that, and all that we do at our school brings it alive. This does not mean we are “easy, soft, too nice”, or have 
our collective heads in the clouds. In many ways, it makes us follow a code that is strict and focused on a 
common good. You cannot walk our halls or enter classrooms without seeing signs that support messages 
regarding kindness. Even our doorways are marked with gold stars that symbolize and celebrate when a class is 
working to bring about “respect and kindness”.  
 
As with all things surrounding the practice of education, there are always those who study these patterns and it 
seems the latest (since around 2016) is one called “Restorative Justice”. It very much defines our approach to 
discipline at the Happy Hollow School and an important program we, as a staff,  have created toward that end.   
I quoted a teacher/author Larry Ferlazzo at the start of this article. In one of his many blogs, he suggested the 
following – and I think it aptly defines the principles that guide our practices at the Happy Hollow School. They 
are: 
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• First, intentionally create a community that is anchored in shared values. June Jordan School for Equity 
uses the acronym RICH to describe its four core values: Respect, Integrity, Courage, and Humility. This 
provides a common language for students, parents, and teachers to understand what is expected of all members 
of the school community. 
 
• Second, make participation in the community a requirement, not an option. Lots of things are required in 
schools: Number 2 pencils, backpacks, binders. Why can't you ask every student to adopt the core values that 
signify membership in your sacred community? Think of this as benevolent branding: "This is a special place 
where you want to belong." Requiring students to participate in the community means a couple of things. First, 
they must do their best to practice its values in word and deed. Second, they commit to engage in restorative 
processes if they have harmed the community or been harmed by another member. There is a reciprocal 
principle implied here: We will keep you safe, but in return you have to show up as a full participant. 
 
• Third, model and teach your community values. We know that it takes students four to 40 exposures to 
learn a new vocabulary word. Internalizing your school's values is no different. If you want the values to live 
beyond a slogan or poster, take time to teach them in interactive ways like role-playing, reading and writing 
stories about the values in action, and asking students to recall their life experiences related to the values. 
Leverage your most personalized school structures--advisory, circle time, community-building days--to 
explicitly teach the values of your beloved community. 
 
• Finally, enforce the values and be willing to hold students accountable. There's no cookie cutter approach 
to restorative justice. You are asking students to make a commitment to stay in relationship with each other and 
their community. By extension, if they violate or harm that relationship, they need to make amends. 
Accountability might look like a verbal "talking-to," having to reflect on their choices in a restorative circle, 
engaging in a restorative conference with the harmed party, or perhaps even being suspended. There must be 
real, felt consequences along with opportunities to make amends and learn from mistakes. A helpful guiding 
principle is that consequences should always be educational in nature rather than punitive. Matt offers, "I don't 
care about the quantity of suspensions, I care about the quality." 
Remember the bottom line of restorative justice is this: You have to first invest in building an authentic 
community that is worth restoring. (Larry Ferlazzo, Education Week Teacher) 
It is much more challenging to work through the aforementioned steps than to slap on a suspension, “lay down 
the law”; make students fear walking by a principal and the office that represents it, or to “punish” without a 
process that simultaneously teaches. Consequences must be a part of it all, but if there is an infraction that hurts 
the community, part of the consequence must include something that makes the individual feel better about 
his/her community. There has to be something learned and a reason to invest in “getting better” ; “developing a 
desire to improve”; and in “not wanting to repeat a similar offense”. Otherwise, you have created the avoidance 
framework that steeps an individual in only shame, doubt, anger, a feeling of wanting to ‘get even’’ – all of 
which lead to bullying behaviors.  
 
In the world of all staff at a school, we are constantly helping students and families to resolve conflicts that 
most often center on acts that would be considered ~ if repeated and targeted ~ emotional bullying. Surprised? ~ 
Most are. Most think that the number one reason to be sent to the principal’s office is for aggression that is 
physical and behavior that is disruptive, disrespectful and disorderly. However, the list is much wider and 
includes: 
 
 Physical harm  
 Emotional harm such as; name calling or excluding verbally, in a written way or with pictures, by using the 
computer or by using any electronic device (texting, cell phones email, etc.)  
 Using a computer, a cell phone or any other electronic device to intentionally target someone in any way  
 Damage to the target’s property  
 Threats  
 Making someone feel unsafe at school such as: in the cafeteria, on the playground, in the 
bathroom or hallway, in any classroom , on buses or on a field trip  



 Preventing someone from learning his/her best  
 “Getting back or even” with someone for reporting bullying behaviors (retaliation) 
 Encouraging bullying behaviors by being a bystander that either supports the bullying or doesn’t report it  
 Purposefully making a false claim about bullying ~ a false accusation.  
 Bringing to school any weapon and/or object that could be considered dangerous or harmful  
 Racial/ethnic/sexual orientation/religious slurs  
 Stealing 
 Destruction of property 
 Leaving the school building or outside area without permission  
 
Many of these are bullying behaviors – and if repeated, and targeted – can lead to a bullying investigation and 
finding – all of which is so very serious under the laws related to bullying. Toward that end, a “restorative 
justice system is crucial”. It keeps students learning and away from a finding of bullying. Most acts at an 
elementary level are incidents rather than targeted, purposeful acts of bullying.  
 
As a staff, we have created our own program –an extension of the work we do around deciding the size of a 
problem and the proper response and the Zones of Regulation – wherein, we teach students to self-regulate, to 
be mindful of their actions and to seek restoration prior to acting in vengeful ways.   
 
Our program will be rolled out in January and includes a pyramid of behaviors that I listed above. They are 
listed in the colors that partner with the Zones of Regulation and Size of the Problem and will hopefully help 
our students to find language around incidents that arise for them so that we can keep away from “bullying 
behaviors” and work toward conflict resolution with restorative justice practices. There will be a 
reflection/reporting process and a poster for each classroom called, “How Serious Is the Issue?” Our hope is that 
we can get students to identify the key components to their problem/conflict and that we can help to mitigate it 
at its beginning stages before it builds to something more serious. We have been using practices that align with 
this to great success, so our hope is this will be one more tool we can use. I will share it with you and update 
you on results as we use it over the remaining months of the school year.  
“A study of 97,000 students on the impact of Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), supports the relationships 
between restorative justice and SEL (Journal of Child Development, 2017). It showed a ‘13% increase in 
academic skills, 5% increase in positive social behaviors, 6% decrease in ‘conduct problems’.” 
 
In closing, I know we have “an authentic community that is worth restoring” - time and  time again. We have 
built it over many years and it is a vibrant school community, one we should all be proud of, work to maintain 
and grow and add actions to our 2019 Resolution Lists that work toward that end.  The state of our community 
is strong as we end 2018 and I believe we are on that path at our Happy Hollow School that has us set to 
continue to grow together for many a year to come! 
 
I wish you all peace, time to relax and to enjoy this time of year in a way that makes it positive and happy!  
Happy vacation and New Year as well! 
 
All best, 

 
Jim Lee 
  



This and That from the Principal’s Office: 
 

Drop-Off and Pick-UP Updates:  
This time of year people are often in a rush and some of the systems we had working well begin to get lost in 
the shuffle… Please note some of the dismissal observations that have been made by staff and parents alike: 
 
*First and foremost, please drive slowly through both lanes of school traffic. Speed is the most dangerous of all 
problems we face during drop-off and pick-up times.  
 
*Pull as far forward in the line as possible - many stop in front of the kindergarten door or anywhere along the 
way. It is much easier to get people in and out of the line quickly if everyone pulls up. Children are willing to 
walk up a bit and it is safer for them to wait closer to the front door than down at the kindergarten door or 
dumpster area. 
 
*Avoid jumping the line – Please do not use the live lane, then cut into the drop-off lane where there is an 
opening. All this does is edge out someone who is waiting politely. 
 
*Stay in your car. Do not get out of your car to help your children. Let the staff on duty do that. If they need 
help opening the door and getting their backpack out, pull into a parking space. 
 
*It is against the law to leave your car in a live lane of traffic. Do not get out of the car to go into the building 
for any reason. The live lane for drop off and pick up is just that, a “live lane”. When people park there, we 
have an accident in the making. Parking there forces people to move into the live lane in order to pass the 
parked car. Please pull into a parking space to do that. 
 
*Avoid picking up and leaving your car on the hill. If you park on the hill and encourage your child to walk up 
the hill, your child has just left school grounds and has no supervision. If you are ever late or not there, the child 
is away from all adult eyes alone on the hill. – Another dangerous “hill practice” (which is occurring less and 
less this year) is when someone decides to park in the middle of the line while on the hill – and proceeds to pick 
up a child, leaving his/her car unattended.  This endangers everyone! There is no lane for parking and all traffic 
now must go around your car into oncoming traffic to do the right thing. If people engage in these two practices, 
Pequot Road becomes dangerous at pick up since the road is too narrow and only allows one lane of thru-traffic. 
Therefore, we ask that you please park in a parking space if you need to pick up your child from the front of the 
school. 
 
*Be careful at the crosswalk at the entrance to the school.  Cars are coming from two directions pulling into the 
driveway, and in the morning often don't see the kids are trying to cross at the crosswalk. 
 
*Randomly crossing the live lanes with children to quickly access the front of the school is highly dangerous. 
You assume that all can see you – including buses. However, all it takes is one distraction for a driver to turn 
his/her head as you cross in front of his/her car or bus to have a tragic accident. It is just not worth it. We ask 
that you walk to our cross walks and up the hill on either side of the line, not in the middle of the pick-up lanes.  
 
*Do not use the staff parking lot as a pick-up place. If you park in there, we believe you have business in the 
school ~ which is the only reason you would be parked there. If you try to get out sooner by parking there, the 
person on duty will most likely make you wait until the others have passed as the steady stream of traffic is 
moving along ~ just as they should be doing.  
 
*Finally, this is a new one. There is a red car – only one – but it only takes one – who drives up the exit lane 
just prior to dismissal. We have not identified the license plate as of yet, but anyone who sees this occur, we 
appreciate it if you can jot down the plate and get it to us so we can hand it off to the police. I am not sure why 
someone would be motivated to do this, especially with “Do not enter” signs clearly marking that exit.  

 
Let’s work together to make our school model at pick-up and drop-off  times. Thank you so much.   

 



Lost and Found:  
Please check the Lost and Found before you leave for the winter break. We have many items and 
it would be great if the children could have them at home for the vacation.  Many thanks to Ms. 
Bergeron’s class who has been working hard to keep the lost and found organized and working 
hard to returning items to the owners. It has greatly reduced the number of items in this area. 
Thank you! 
 
 
Gift Giving Policies: 
Gifts Given TO THE TEACHER: 
• Public school teachers, as municipal employees, may not accept gifts valued at $50 or more. Nor 
can staff members accept (from one family) a number of smaller gifts which together are worth $50 
or more.  
 
• A teacher accepting a gift of less than $50 from a current student may be  
required to disclose that gift if it creates the appearance of a conflict of interest.  
 
• A teacher may accept a group gift of up to $150 per year from his or her class as long as the gift is identified 
as being from the entire class, and the identity of the contributors and the amounts given are not identified to the 
teacher. In addition, no individual family may make a contribution of $50 or more to a group gift. 
 
• Gifts to individual teachers may be given in the form of gift cards as long as they are in accordance with these 
limitations. 
 
Gifts Given TO THE CLASSROOM OR SCHOOL: 
• Gifts of $200 or more to individual classrooms, schools, or the district (as  
opposed to the teacher) require School Committee approval and acceptance. Gifts of less than $200 may be 
approved and accepted by a principal or the superintendent.  
 
• Classroom gifts in the form of cash must be deposited and processed through a town account, although 
reimbursements may be made after an authorized gift purchase. 
 
• Under no conditions can gift cards be given as a classroom gift since they cannot be deposited in a town 
account. 
 
Gifts In General: 
• The School Committee policy recommends: "In lieu of gifts to individual teachers, parents are encouraged to 
make contributions to school support organizations such as the PTO, CAPA, Boosters, and the Wayland Public 
Schools Foundation." 
 
• Finally, many teachers truly experience "Thank You" notes as one of the best gifts they can receive. 
 
  



___________________________________________________________ 
 

For the rest of December - January and February at Happy Hollow: 
__________________________________________________________ 

 
 

                                        CURRICULUM CORNER  
 

____________________________________________________________________________        
FROM  TECHNOLOGY_______________________________________________________ 
We’ve had a very busy fall in the technology lab. We continued with our theme of Digital Citizenship and how 
that applies to their daily activities in school and at home.  

 
Please click on the links below for specific details about grade level lessons which are on the 

 HH Technology website.  
  

 

 

 

 

   ___________________________________________________________________________        
FROM  ART_________________________________________________________________ 
Drop Into Art 
4th and 5th graders are invited to attend our Tuesday morning sessions 8-8:30AM  which will follow the 
schedule below for the Fall/Winter session: 
Dec 11, 18 ; 8-830 am  
Jan 8,15 ; 8-830 am  
There is no need to sign up. Come to the art room on the dates that work for you! 
I am looking forward to working with those 4th and 5th graders who are interested in adding 
more art to their day!   

Monday, December 10 HH/LO Band Concert WMS 7:00pm 

Tuesday, December 11 Instrumental Concert 
HH/LO Strings Concert 

HH Gymnasium 10:00am 
WMS 7:00pm 

Monday, December 17 All School Assembly Meeting HH Gymnasium 
 9:00am 

Friday, December 24 - 
Tuesday January 1 

Holiday Vacation – no school  

Thursday, January 10 Chorus Concerts HH Gymansium 
10:00am,  7:00pm 

Monday, January 21 Martin Luther Kind Day –  
no school 

 

Thursday, February 7 Report Cards Posted Home Access Center portal 

TBD Martin Luther King Dinner WMS - TBD 

Monday, February 18- 
Friday, February 22 

Winter Recess – no school  

https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/2nd-grade
https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/1st-grade
https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/home
https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/3rd-grade
https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/4th-grade
https://sites.google.com/wayland.k12.ma.us/technology-lab-hh/5th-grade


 
 

HEALTHY HOLLER 
 
 
I hope this finds you all healthy!  We are beginning to see cases of coughs, colds, and 
strep throat.  You may be aware that strep throat does not always present with a fever, 
and there may not be a sore throat.  Other symptoms of strep throat are: 
 *headache 
 *stomachache with or without vomiting 
 *swollen neck glands 
 *enlarged tonsils 
 *unusual rash 
If your child is confirmed to have strep throat, please let the school know.  It will help to minimize the spread 
and help prevent recurrent cases.    
 
 When should a student stay at home: 

If your child has vomited due to illness; they should remain out of school for a minimum of 24 hours 
after vomiting has ceased. 

If your child has a fever of 100.4 degrees F or higher; they should remain out of school for 24 hours after 
the fever is gone without fever reducing medication. 

If your child has been treated with an antibiotic for a contagious infection they need to be on an antibiotic 
for at least 24 hours before returning to school. 
 
 Flu Information: 
The CDC recommend that everyone 6 months and older get vaccinated.  
Is it a cold vs flu?  : http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/docs/dph/cdc/flu/cold-flu-comparison.pdf  
 
Physicals: 
All 4th grade students are required to have an up-to-date physical for (2018). It is required by the Massachusetts 
Department of Health.  Please send these in ASAP if you have not done so already.  
 
Head Lice:  
 Parents should check their child’s head as part of their daily routine at home.  Early detection for head lice 
helps to prevent additional cases from occurring in a classroom.   Please review the following websites: 

www.cdc.gov/lice/head/factsheets.htm 
www.headlice.org 
http://www.webmd.com/children/ss/slideshow-lice-overview 

 
Other Important Info: 
Please be sure that your child is appropriately dressed with the colder days ahead (coats, hats, mittens, etc).  
Children in the lower grade levels should have a change of clothes available, placed in their backpacks in the 
event that clothes get wet during the school day.  This will save a call home and trip to school during the day for 
you.  
All students should have a morning snack provided from home.  
Please check your cell phone throughout the day as parents will be called if your child needs to be sent 
home. Children need to be picked up in a timely manner, so please have a backup available, and consider 
a neighbor.  
The most important first line of defense against germs is good hand washing. Please continue to reinforce 
this at home. We will continue to educate children here at school.  
 Please call with any questions. 
Jeanne MacDonald RN  Jeanne_macdonald@wayland.k12.ma.us 
Kelley Bradford RN  Kelley Bradford @wayland.k12.ma.us 
508-358-8648 

http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/docs/dph/cdc/flu/cold-flu-comparison.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/lice/head/factsheets.htm
http://www.headlice.org/
http://www.webmd.com/children/ss/slideshow-lice-overview
mailto:Jeanne_macdonald@wayland.k12.ma.us


 
PTO News and Events 

 
 
JOIN the HAPPY HOLLOW PTO on FACEBOOK 

The PTO’s Gift Your Child (GYC) fundraising campaign is in full swing, and we continue to 
accept donations securely online or by check.  You may be wondering, “What is GYC?”  And, 
“How does it impact my family?”  Gift Your Child is the answer to busy families who wanted to 
support the PTO but do not have the time to participate in various fundraising activities such as 
selling items door-to-door, attending high-dollar events, and paying PTO dues.  GYC is a single, 
tax-deductible alternative to traditional PTO fundraisers.  That means: 

 
● NO bake, wrapping paper, and/or chocolate bar sales - NO sales of any kind 
● NO annual dues - every parent is automatically a PTO member 
● Just 100% support for programs that benefit the Happy Hollow community! 

 
Thanks to the families who have contributed.  Please help the PTO reach our goal of funding $100 per child at 
Happy Hollow and donate here today!  Please reach out to Lauren if you have questions. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
JOIN the HAPPY HOLLOW PTO at a MEETING!  

All meetings are at 7:00pm in the Happy Hollow cafeteria. Everyone is 
welcome! 
Upcoming meeting dates: 

● Thursday, January 24, 2019, at 7 PM 
● Thursday, February 28, 2019, at 7 PM 
● Tuesday, March 26, 2019, at 7 PM 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
A HUGE Thank You! 
Happy Hollow families overwhelmed us once again with their generosity in the DCF Gift Drive! 52 families 
bought gifts for children in our area. Our 2 large vehicles were packed full. Warm clothes, toys, diapers, baby 
gates, car seats, guitar strings, talking babies, basketballs, slime, bed sheets, movie tickets, and so much 
more...all of these helped make the holidays happier for almost 60 children and their families. The Happy 
Hollow community knows that KINDNESS MATTERS and they show it through this gift drive every year. 
Thank you so very much. We look forward to doing it again with your help next year.   ~ Beth & Erin (on 
behalf of the PTO) 

                            

 
http://waylandpto.org 

We appreciate your patience as we continue to update the website for 2016-2017 
 

https://waylandpto.org/gift-your-child/
https://waylandpto.org/gift-your-child/
mailto:ljcoppola@gmail.com
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